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Motivated by the recent experimental observation of an intermediate bosonic metallic state in the two-
dimensional superconductor-insulator transition at T = 0, we study an extended Bose-Hubbard model in the
limit of a large number of particles per site. Using a representation of this in terms of two coupled XY models,
we find, in addition to an insulating phase and a (2 + 1)D superfluid phase, two other phases. One phase is
a 2D superfluid phase where a crossover from (2 + 1)D to 2D has taken place as a result of incipient charge
ordering, signaled by θ disordering, and which is closely related to a supersolid phase. The other new phase is an
edge metal state characterized by zero superfluid stiffness, zero charge ordering, and zero bulk compressibility.
However, the edge compressibility of the system is nonzero. While we do not find any intermediate state with
2D metallic conductivity, we are able to connect these results to STM experiments on MoS2 showing brims of
finite density of states around the entire edge of 2D MoS2 samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The zero temperature phases of two-dimensional systems
has been a topic of intense research for many decades. Early
works showed that even a small amount of disorder is enough
to localize all electronic states, implying that electrons cannot
form a metallic phase at T = 0 [1]. Hence, the zero tem-
perature ground state of two-dimensional systems should be
either superconducting (superfluid) or insulating. However,
experimental evidence of a metallic state at ultralow tempera-
tures at the phase boundary between the superconducting and
insulating phases has been reported [2]. This was explained
using the idea that even outside the superconducting phase the
relevant degrees of freedom are still bosonic, in the form of
preformed or phase-incoherent Cooper pairs. The analysis of
these bosonic models led to the prediction that the resistance
is universal at the superconductor (SC)–insulator (I) transition
[3–6].

More recent experiments have shown that the metallic
phase is not necessarily a point in parameter space, but can
exist for a wide parameter regime, typically intervening the
superconducting and insulating phases. This metallic behavior
has been found in a number of experimental setups, and the
phase transition from SC/I to a metallic state can be induced
by varying different experimental parameters [7]. A magnetic
field driven transition has been observed in MoGe, Ta, TaN,
and InO thin films [8–12]. The metallic phase has also been
observed in granular systems, where a gate voltage is used to
tune the effective Josephson coupling between superconduct-
ing grains [13–15]. Similar results with gate-voltage-tuned
transitions have been obtained for homogeneous systems
[16–18]. The final category of experiments includes systems

where the geometry is tuned. Metallic behavior has been ob-
served both in homogeneous systems where the film thickness
is tuned, and in granular systems where the distance between
the superconducting grains is tuned [2,19]. A particularly illu-
minating study of YBCO [20] used reactive ion etching to tune
the thickness and crystalline properties of superconducting
islands. Measurements of the magnetoconductance oscillation
period were consistent with 2e charge carriers, which demon-
strates that Cooper pairs participate in transport in the metallic
state.

Despite the plethora of experimental evidence for a zero
temperature metallic phase, consensus is that no satisfactory
theoretical description of the anomalous metal or Bose metal
exists to date [7]. The fact that it can be found in a wide variety
of materials points to some fundamental effect that is missing
in our current understanding of these systems. Considerable
theoretical effort has gone into the study of systems where
the superconducting order parameter is coupled to a dissipa-
tive heat bath in the context of resistively shunted Josephson
junctions [21–27]. Another explored avenue is the glassy
phases found in Josephson junction array models with local
disorder introduced through random Josephson couplings or
gauge field [28–32]. In Ref. [33], it was proposed that the
SC–metal (M)–I transition should be viewed as a two order
parameter problem, one describing superconducting ordering
and the other describing charge ordering. This allows for a
scenario where an intermediate phase exists where supercon-
ducting phase coherence is destroyed, but charge order is not
yet established. Mapping the system onto bosons interacting
strongly with a gauge field and comparing with previously
obtained results [34], Ref. [33] suggested that a Bose metal
phase containing gapless diffusive charge excitations in the
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bulk spectrum would result. This was then proposed to consti-
tute the zero temperature Bose metal.

In this paper, we analyze the same model as in Ref. [33]
using large-scale Monte Carlo simulations. Our results con-
firm that an intermediate phase exists, but with a slightly
different physical interpretation than proposed in Ref. [33].
We find that the bulk compressibility vanishes in the inter-
mediate phase, implying that charge excitations are gapped in
the bulk. We show that the order parameter of the intermediate
phase instead corresponds to a nonzero edge compressibility.
From this, we conclude that the intermediate phase is a bulk
insulator with conducting edge states. Throughout the paper
we will refer to this phase as an edge metal (EM). We also
find a fourth critical superconducting (CSC) phase, with 2D
superfluid ordering but no order along the temporal direction,
as opposed to the regular SC phase. We present a detailed
study of the different possible phase transitions and map out a
phase diagram for the model. We comment on the differences
between the phase diagram obtained here and in Ref. [33].

II. MODEL

We start by considering the following quantum rotor model
on an L × L two-dimensional lattice,

H = −J
∑
i,α

cos(φi+α − φi) − μ̄
∑

i

m̂i

+ U

2

∑
i

(m̂i )
2 + V

∑
i,α

m̂im̂i+α, (1)

where α = x̂, ŷ. Each site has an associated phase φi and
number fluctuation operator m̂i = n̂i − n0, where n̂i counts the
number of bosons at site i and n0 is the average boson density
for μ̄ = 0. The phase and number operators have a nontrivial
commutation relation

[m̂i, φ̂ j] = iδi j . (2)

The first term in Eq. (1) describes the kinetic energy of the
bosons. The second term is the chemical potential energy of
the system, where μ̄ = μ + U/2 is a renormalized chemical
potential. In all the results presented in this paper we have
set μ̄ = 0, which implies

∑
i〈mi〉 = 0. The third and fourth

terms represent the on-site and nearest-neighbor potential en-
ergy, respectively. Equation (1) describes the physics of the
extended Bose-Hubbard model in the limit of large integer
boson density n0 [35]. For a granular superconducting film,
the parameters of the model can be determined experimentally
from the relation [33,36]

J = RQ

2Rn
�0, (3)

where RQ = σ−1
Q = h/(2e)2, Rn is the normal state resistance,

and �0 is the pairing gap. U and V are given by the inverse of
the capacitance matrix Cαβ of the superconducting grains.

In Ref. [33], it was shown that the quantum rotor model
introduced in Eq. (1) can be transformed into two coupled
XY models in 2 + 1 dimensions. Their derivation is summa-
rized here for completeness. We start by writing the model

introduced in Eq. (1) in the following form,

H = −J
∑
i,α

cos(φi+α − φi) − μ̄
∑

i

m̂i

+V0

∑
i

(m̂i )
2 + V1

∑
i,α

(m̂i + m̂i+α )2, (4)

where we have reorganized the potential terms by setting
U/2 = V0 + 4V1 and V = 2V1. This is a convenient choice for
the transformations done later on, and we will be discussing
the model in terms of V0 and V1 in the following. Next, the
model in Eq. (4) is written in the path integral representation,
with a partition function given by

Z =
∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφe−S, (5)

S = i
∑

i

mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑
i,α

cos(∇αφi )

+V0

∑
i

(mi)
2 + V1

∑
i,α

(mi + mi+α )2, (6)

where we have set μ̄ = 0. The sum over i now runs over 2 + 1
dimensions, where the last dimension τ is discrete imaginary
time with periodic boundary conditions. Discretizing imagi-
nary time introduces a length �τ between each time (Trotter)
slice, which has been set to unity. The index α ∈ {x̂, ŷ} refers
to spatial directions, and ∇μ fi = fi+μ − fi is the finite dif-
ference operator. In the path integral formalism, the fields m
and θ are real numbers, not operators, and their commutation
relation is taken into account by the first term in Eq. (6). In-
voking the transformation mi → e−iQ·ri mi, where Q = (π, π ),
the action in Eq. (6) reads

S = i
∑

i

eiQ·ri mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑
i,α

cos(∇αφi )

+V0

∑
i

(mi )
2 + V1

∑
i,α

(∇αmi )
2. (7)

The next step is to Hubbard-Stratonovich-decouple the V1

term, thereby introducing a new field piα

e−V1
∑

i,α (∇αmi )2 =
∫

Dpe−(1/4V1 )
∑

i,α p2
iα−i

∑
i,α mi (∇α pi,α ). (8)

In the last term, the gradient has been shifted onto the pi,α

factor by a partial integration. This transformation is only
possible for positive values of V1, which will put a restriction
on the parameter regime for which the transformed model is
valid. In the original formulation, Eq. (1), a positive V1 cor-
responds to a parameter regime where the on-site interaction
U is larger than 2V z, z being the number of nearest neigh-
bors. We can rewrite the Hubbard-Stratonovich field as pi,α =
p̃i,α + 2π li,α , where p̃i,α ∈ [0, 2π ) and li,α ∈ Z. Furthermore,
the phase variable can be split into a curl and a gradient
part, p̃i,α = ∇αθi + (∇ × �i )α . Inserting this into Eq. (8), the
curl contribution to p̃ can be integrated out since only the
divergence of p̃ couples to m. Furthermore, the coupling term
is invariant under shifts of 2π . Thus, we obtain Eq. (8) in the
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form ∑
{li,α}

∫ 2π

0 Dθe−(1/4V1 )
∑

i,α (∇αθi−2π li,α )2−i
∑

i mi (∇2
||θi )

� ∫ 2π

0 Dθe(1/2V1 )
∑

i,α cos(∇αθi )−i
∑

i mi (∇2
||θi ),

where the sum over l has been executed using the Villain
transformation. We also introduced the notation ∇2

|| to ex-
plicitly show that the Laplace operator only includes spatial
components. Finally, we may carry out the sum over m. Col-
lecting all the terms in the action that include m we find∑

{mi}
e−V0

∑
i m2

i −i
∑

i mi (e−iQ·ri ∇τ φi+∇2
||θi ) (9)

� e(1/2V0 )
∑

i (e
−iQ·ri ∇τ φi+∇2

||θi ), (10)

where the Villain transformation has been used again. Com-
bining all this leads to the following partition function for two
coupled XY models,

Z =
∫ 2π

0
DφDθe−S, (11)

S = − J
∑
i,α

cos(∇αφi ) − 1

2V1

∑
i,α

cos(∇αθi )

− 1

2V0

∑
i

cos(e−iQ·ri∇τ φi + ∇2
||θi ), (12)

where the sum over i now runs over N = L × L × Lτ sites in
2 + 1 dimensions. The action is dimensionless by absorbing
the discrete imaginary time length �τ into the coupling con-
stants.

Key results in this paper rely on understanding the equiva-
lence between Eq. (4) and Eq. (12), since we use the quantum
rotor model to interpret the numerical results obtained from
the coupled XY model. The coupled XY model features two
phase degrees of freedom, φ and θ . Ordering of these phases
is described by their phase stiffness or helicity moduli, which
is nonzero in the ordered phase. Spatial phase coherence
of φ is associated with superconductivity, i.e., the collective
ordering of the superconducting phase on each grain in the
system to form a superconducting state with global phase
coherence. Temporal phase coherence in φ is associated with
a nonzero bulk compressibility, which measures the change
in charge density in response to an infinitesimal shift of
the chemical potential. Zero compressibility indicates that
particle-hole excitations are gapped, yielding an insulating
state, while a nonzero compressibility indicates a metallic
or superconducting state. The interpretation of the field θ is
not as straightforward as the interpretation of the field φ. As
Eq. (8) (and onward) shows, the field θ arises from decoupling
a term in the form (mi + mi+α )2 in the unrotated basis. To be
precise, p ∝ ∇θ is the dual variable to mi + mi+α , so ordering
of θ is tied to disordering the field mi + mi+α . In Sec. IV, we
show explicitly that the order parameter of θ is closely linked
to a susceptibility to induce excess charge on two neighboring
sites so that when θ is disordered a charge density wave is the
only possible charge excitation. However, due to the trans-
formation in Eq. (8), the coupled XY model is only valid in

TABLE I. Summary of how the two phase fields θ and φ are
ordered in each of the four phases found in this paper.

Phase φ ordering θ ordering

SC Spatial and temporal Spatial
EM Disordered Spatial
I Disordered Disordered
CSC Spatial Disordered

a parameter regime where the nearest-neighbor interaction is
too weak to establish charge density wave ordering, and con-
sequently we find a uniform charge distribution when θ is both
ordered and disordered. There is still an observable differ-
ence between these two cases in the valid parameter regime.
In Appendix B we show that spatial phase coherence in θ

corresponds to a nonzero edge compressibility, that will be
defined in Sec. IV. Like the bulk compressibility, we can use
the edge compressibility to determine whether the edge states
feature gapless excitations or not. The edge compressibility is
nonzero in the phase where θ is ordered, which corresponds
to the phase where both uniform and charge density wave
excitations are possible in the bulk. In the phase where θ

is disordered, and only charge density wave excitations are
possible in the bulk, the edges are incompressible.

Among the different combinations of ordering in the two
fields we find that all four are realized in the parameter regime
considered, summarized in Table I.

(i) Spatial and temporal ordering in φ, spatial ordering in
θ . This corresponds to a compressible superconducting (SC)
phase with nonzero superfluid stiffness.

(ii) Spatial and temporal disordering in φ, spatial ordering
in θ . This corresponds to a phase with zero superfluid stiffness
and an incompressible bulk. The edge compressibility remains
nonzero, yielding an edge metal (EM) phase with nonzero
edge conductance.

(iii) φ and θ disordered. This corresponds to a state with
zero superfluid stiffness along with incompressible bulk and
edges yielding a fully insulating (I) phase.

(iv) Spatial ordering and temporal disordering in φ, θ

disordered. This state is realized above a critical value of
J > Jc ≈ 1.03, and corresponds to a critical superconduct-
ing (CSC) state with finite superfluid stiffness and zero bulk
as well as edge compressibility. It is closely related to the
critical superconducting state found in previous works using
quantum Monte Carlo simulations on (2 + 1)D quantum rotor
models with Caldeira-Legget dissipation [26,27]. However,
the crossover/transition from (2 + 1)D to 2D superfluidity
is not driven by varying an explicit dissipation strength as
in Refs. [26,27], but by the disordering of θ , equivalently
incipient charge ordering. It is therefore closely related to a
supersolid phase. An overview of (V1,V0) and (V1, J ) param-
eter space is presented in the phase diagram in Fig. 1.

III. MONTE CARLO METHODS

To investigate the different zero temperature phases of
the coupled XY model, we need to minimize the action in
Eq. (12). This can be achieved using Monte Carlo simulations,
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FIG. 1. Zero temperature phase diagrams for the coupled XY
model in Eq. (12). (a) V1 − V0 plane with J = 0.5 fixed. (b) V1 − J
plane with V0 = 0.5 fixed. (a) features three distinct phases: a su-
perconducting (SC) phase for low values of V1 and V0, the edge
metal (EM) phase characterized by nonzero edge compressibility for
intermediate values of V1, and an insulating (I) phase for high values
of V1. The edge compressibility is equal to the susceptibility for
creating excess charge of equal sign on two neighboring lattice sites.
(b) features four phases, namely the three phases mentioned above
and in addition a strictly 2D critical superfluid phase (CSC). The
transition from 3D to 2D SC for large J is driven by the proliferation
of 2D vortices (instantons) in the phase field θ , where ∇θ is a
conjugate variable to the excess charge on two neighboring points.
These results are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, described
in more detail in Sec. III, on a 20 × 20 × 20 system.

where we obtain averages of various observables for a given
set of system parameters through a weighted walk through the
configuration space of the two fields using the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm [37–39]. The coupled XY model is already
discretized, and we use a forward finite difference for the
gradients. The Laplace operator is discretized using a central
finite difference, to avoid breaking fourfold rotation sym-
metry, so that the action we use in numerical simulations
explicitly reads

S = −J
∑
i,α

cos(φi+α − φi ) − 1

2V1

∑
i,α

cos(θi+α − θi )

− 1

2V0

∑
i

cos[(−1)xi+yi (φi+τ − φi ) + θi+x + θi−x

+ θi+y + θi−y − 4θi], (13)

where α = x̂, ŷ refers to in-plane directions. The system is
2 + 1 dimensional so that the sum over i runs over a total of
N = L × L × Lτ lattice sites. The sum over imaginary time
runs from zero to β, where β is inverse temperature, so to find
the zero temperature behavior we should consider a system
that extends to infinity in all three dimension. This is enforced
through periodic boundary conditions, and we can use finite
size scaling to infer the behavior in an infinite system.

Using Eq. (13), the Monte Carlo simulations proceed as
follows. Starting from some initial configuration, typically a
state that is uniform in (φi, θi ), we propose an updated state
where one of the fields on a single site has been changed. The
value of the updated field is drawn from a uniform probability
distribution over the interval [φi − φm, φi + φm] (mod 2π ),
where φm was typically set to 2π/3. This new configuration is
then accepted if

ln r � −�S, (14)

where �S = Snew − Sold is the change in the action from the
updated field, and r ∈ [0, 1] is a random number. Thus, if
the action decreases the change is always accepted and if
it increases the change is accepted with some probability
depending on the change. This leads to a weighted walk,
where high probability configurations with a smaller value
of the action are visited more frequently, which simulates
the zero temperature quantum fluctuations of the system. The
procedure of updating a field value is done sequentially for
both fields φ and θ for every lattice site, referred to as a
Monte Carlo sweep. In simulations we do millions of such
sweeps, while sampling observables after every fixed number
of sweeps to obtain statistical averages. We also do an initial
set of sweeps to thermalize the system in a high probability
configuration before starting the measurements. Errors in the
results were estimated using the jackknife method [40].

IV. OBSERVABLES

To characterize the possible phases of the model along with
the phase transitions separating them, we study a number of
observables. A key observable of the XY model is the helicity
modulus, or phase stiffness. The helicity modulus is given by
the curvature of the free energy with respect to an infinitesimal
twist in one of the phases along some direction μ̂ in the system
φi → φi + γμμ̂ · ri. We can measure the helicity modulus of
both φi and θi, along spatial and temporal directions. They are
given in the form

ϒ�
μ = 1

N

[〈
ε�
μ

〉 − 〈(
I�
μ

)2〉]
, (15)

where � = θ, φ labels the phase field and μ = x, y, τ labels
the direction of the twist. The brackets 〈. . .〉 denote averaging
over quantum fluctuations. We sample three different helicity
moduli, where the explicit expressions to be used in Eq. (15)
are

εφ
α = J

∑
i

cos(φi+α − φi ), (16)

Iφ
α = J

∑
i

sin(φi+α − φi ), (17)
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εφ
τ = 1

2V0

∑
i

cos[e−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi], (18)

Iφ
τ = 1

2V0

∑
i

e−iQ·ri sin[e−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi], (19)

εθ
α = 1

2V1

∑
i

cos(θi+α − θi ), (20)

Iθ
α = 1

2V1

∑
i

sin(θi+α − θi ). (21)

The helicity modulus of φ in the spatial directions is pro-
portional to the superfluid stiffness. We are only interested
in whether this is zero or finite, so we set these equal for
simplicity,

ϒφ
α = ρs, (22)

where a nonzero superfluid stiffness signals superconductiv-
ity. The helicity modulus of φ in the temporal direction is
equal to the bulk compressibility of the system

ϒφ
τ = κ ≡ ∂〈m〉

∂μ
. (23)

This has previously been shown for V1 = 0 in Ref. [35], and
in Appendix A we show that this equality also holds when the
V1 term is included. The insulating phase is incompressible
due to an energy gap for particle-hole excitations, and we will
use the compressibility to distinguish between insulating and
conducting phases. Finally, the helicity modulus of θ in the
spatial directions is equal to the edge compressibility of the
system which we define as

ϒθ
α = κe,α ≡ 1

N

∂〈Mα〉
∂μe,α

, (24)

Mα =
∑

i

′(m1,i + mL,i ), (25)

where the primed sum runs over the two edges of the system
that are orthogonal to α. Note that we only differentiate with
respect to the chemical potential at those same two edges.
Similarly to the bulk compressibility, the edge compressibility
is used to determine whether a given phase features con-
ducting or insulating edge states. To our knowledge the edge
compressibility has not been studied in similar models previ-
ously, and we provide a more detailed derivation of Eq. (24)
in Appendix B. We would like to emphasize that the edge
compressibility, like the helicity modulus, is a bulk observ-
able which does not depend on the boundary conditions. To
observe an edge current the boundary conditions would have
to be altered, so what we actually measure in this paper is the
bulk signal of a phase that should exhibit edge currents if we
were to introduce an edge by altering the boundary conditions.
To understand what ordering in θ means for the bulk of the
system, consider the following correlation function,

Gα
�m(ri − r j ) = 〈�αmi�αmj〉 − 〈�αmi〉〈�αmj〉, (26)

with

�αmi ≡ (mi + mi+α )eiQ·ri . (27)

We can then define the following susceptibility:

χα
�m

= lim
q→0

1

N2

∑
i j

Gα
�m(ri − r j )e

iq·(ri−r j ) ∼ ϒθ
α . (28)

This is not strictly equal to the helicity modulus, as the long
wavelength limit and averages over lattice and Monte Carlo
sweeps are taken in different order, but they will show the
same behavior. This is shown in Appendix C. Thus, when
the helicity modulus of θ is zero the susceptibility χα

�m
is

also zero, and excitations in the form (mi + mi+α )eiQ·ri are
frozen out. This means that the only possible excitation in m
when θ is disordered is configurations with mi = −mi+α , in
other words charge density wave ordering. However, we find
that when θ is disordered all fluctuations in m are suppressed
and stable charge density wave ordering is never established.
Therefore we will refer to this as incipient charge ordering.

Correlations in the two phase fields can also provide in-
formation about the different phases. We will investigate the
spatial correlation function of the field θ , given by

Gθ (ri) = 〈cos(θi − θ0)〉, (29)

where θ0 is the phase at the origin of our coordinate system
and θi is the phase at some site i in the same time slice. Note
that this is just a convenient choice and we could measure the
correlation function between any two sites as it only depends
on the relative distance between them.

For the phase φ we consider the possibility of both in-plane
and temporal ordering, through the superfluid density and
bulk compressibility, respectively. We can also measure the
simultaneous ordering in all directions through the 3D XY
order parameter, which is given by

|mφ| = 1

N

〈∣∣∣∣∣
(∑

i

cos(φi),
∑

i

sin(φi )

)∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (30)

This order parameter is equivalent to the magnetization for
magnetic systems, and (2 + 1)D phase coherence is charac-
terized by a nonzero value of |mφ|. We note that the absolute
value has to be taken before the Monte Carlo average, because
the direction of the order parameter in a fully correlated state
can change over a number of Monte Carlo sweeps. We can
also determine the critical coupling of a 3D XY phase transi-
tion by analyzing the Binder cumulant of the order parameter

UL(m) = 1 − 〈m4〉
3〈m2〉2

. (31)

The Binder cumulant will, like the order parameter, rise as
φ orders in the superconducting phase. At the critical cou-
pling it is independent of system size, so curves for different
system sizes will cross [41,42]. We use this crossing point to
determine the critical coupling for the superconducting phase
transition. We also measure the zero temperature equivalent
of the specific heat, namely the action susceptibility given by

χS = 1

N
[〈S2〉 − 〈S〉2], (32)

where S is given by Eq. (13). For the superconducting transi-
tion, we expect to see a singularity in the action susceptibility
at the critical coupling.
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We can measure the bulk conductivity at the superconduct-
ing phase transition, using the method presented in Refs. [4,6].
The conductivity is given by the following Kubo formula,

σα = lim
ωn→0

σQ
ρα (iωn)

ωn
, (33)

where σQ = (2e)2/h is the conductance quantum for Cooper
pairs, and the frequency dependent stiffness is given by

ρα (iωn) = 1

N

[〈
εφ
α

〉 − 〈Ĩ∗
α (iωn)Ĩα (iωn)〉], (34)

εφ
α = J

∑
i

cos(φi+α − φi ), (35)

Ĩα = J
∑

i

sin(φi+α − φi )e
iτωn . (36)

τ is the coordinate in the imaginary time dimension, and
ωn is the Fourier momentum along that direction. Now, in
principle we could use Eq. (33) to measure the conductiv-
ity directly for any parameter regime. The limit ω → 0 is
however not accessible in our numerics, as the resolution in
Fourier space depends on the number of lattice sites. We can
however use finite size scaling to measure the conductivity at
the superconducting phase transition. At the phase transition,
the conductivity scales as [4]

σ (n, L/n)

σQ
= σ ∗

σQ
+ c

(α

n
− n

L

)
, (37)

where n is given by ωn = 2πn/L and α is a fit parameter to
account for small system sizes in our numerics. In detail, α is
determined by minimizing the difference between curves for
σ of different sizes,

δ =
∫ ξ

−ξ

dx[σL(x) − σL′ (x)]2, (38)

where x = α/n − n/L and we used a cutoff of ξ = 0.4. Af-
ter α has been determined, the universal conductivity at the
transition σ ∗ can be read off at α/n − n/L = 0.

V. RESULTS

In this section we present results from extensive Monte
Carlo simulations on the coupled XY model presented in
Eq. (13) using the method described in Sec. III. For most of
the results measurements are taken over 4 × 106 Monte Carlo
sweeps, up to 16 × 106 for certain parameter regimes. The
system geometry is cubic in all the results (L = Lτ ). We start
by presenting an overview of the SC-EM-I transition, with
the quantities used to characterize these. After this we present
detailed studies of the SC-EM, EM-I, and SC-CSC transitions.

In Fig. 2 we present results for the superfluid stiffness,
bulk compressibility, and edge compressibility, sampled over
an interval of V1 that spans the SC-EM-I transition. For low
values of V1 all three observables have a finite value. In terms
of the coupled XY model, this corresponds to spatial and
temporal ordering of the phase φ and spatial ordering of the
phase θ . The physical interpretation of this phase is a super-
conducting state, where the supercurrent is carried by the field
φ. For intermediate V1 the superfluid stiffness and bulk com-
pressibility drop to zero as phase coherence in φ is destroyed

FIG. 2. Results from Monte Carlo simulations on the coupled
XY model in Eq. (13) with J = 0.5, V0 = 0.5 with L = Lτ = 20.
(a) Superfluid stiffness given by Eq. (22), bulk compressibility given
by Eq. (23), and edge compressibility given by Eq. (24). (b) Action
susceptibility given by Eq. (32). Shows how the system transitions
from a superconductor to an edge metal at V1 � 0.214 and then from
an edge metal to an insulator at V1 � 0.47. Error bars are typically
smaller than the data points.

by quantum fluctuations. The loss of spatial phase coherence
signals the destruction of superconductivity, and the bulk of
the system becomes insulating since the bulk compressibility
vanishes. However, the edge compressibility remains finite
which means the edges of the system can carry a current. This
leads to an edge metal phase where the bulk is insulating and
the edges conducting. At high values of V1, phase coherence in
θ is also lost which results in a fully insulating state. The loss
of phase coherence in θ means that the uniform susceptibility
for inducing excess charge of the same sign on neighboring
sites is suppressed. This is interpreted as a state with incipient
charge order.

A. Superconductor–edge metal transition

The superconductor–edge metal (SC-EM) transition is
driven by spatial and temporal disordering of φ, while θ

remains ordered. We can measure this through the global
order parameter defined in Eq. (30). Results for the order
parameter are shown in Fig. 3, along with action susceptibility
and Binder cumulant. The order parameter follows the typical
behavior we expect for a 3D XY transition, where the drop
becomes steeper with increasing system size. Note that the
nonzero value on the metallic side of the phase transition is
an artifact of our numerical method, discussed in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 3. Results for the SC-EM phase transition, using the model
in Eq. (13) with J = 0.5, V0 = 0.5 and system sizes L = Lτ =
16, 20, 24, 28. (a) Order parameter of φ given by Eq. (30). (b) Ac-
tion susceptibility given by Eq. (32). (c) Binder cumulant given by
Eq. (31). Shows a 3D XY -like phase transition at V1 = 0.214.

The drop in |mφ| is accompanied by a peak in the action
susceptibility, which becomes increasingly sharper with larger
system size, typical of the 3D XY phase transition. Finally,
we use the Binder cumulant of the order parameter to accu-
rately determine the critical coupling. At the phase transition,
the Binder cumulant is independent of system size and we
use the crossing point of curves from different system sizes
to determine the critical coupling [41,42]. This leads to a
critical coupling V1 = 0.214 which matches the peak in the
action susceptibility. The edge compressibility κe remains
finite above V1 = 0.214; equivalently the uniform susceptibil-
ity for inducing excess charge on neighboring sites remains
finite. This means that the resulting nonsuperconducting state
remains charge-disordered.

FIG. 4. Conductivity (per quantum conductance) as a function
of the scaling variable α/n − n/L, for system parameters J = V0 =
0.5 and sizes L = Lτ = 16, 20, 24, 28. The conductivity at the SC-M
transition, σ ∗/σQ, is given by the value at α/n − n/L = 0.

We can now use the method presented in Ref. [4] to cal-
culate the bulk conductivity at the critical coupling of the
SC-M phase transition. The fitting parameter in Eq. (37) is
determined to be α = 0.959, from which we obtain the scaling
plot in Fig. 4. The conductivity at the transition is then given
by the value at α/n − n/L = 0, which we determine to be

σ ∗ = (0.31 ± 0.01)σQ. (39)

We estimate the error by calculating the conductivity using
the same method for the two data points on either side of the
critical coupling on the V1 axis. We can compare this to the
value found for the large-n limit of the Bose-Hubbard model
in [4], which corresponds to the model used in this paper
with V1 = 0. They find σ ∗ = 0.285σQ, which is argued to be
universal in the sense that it only depends on the universality
class of the model. In summary, we find that the SC-EM
transition is very similar to the SC-I transition found in the
zero temperature 2D Bose-Hubbard model for large n, with a
3D XY character and comparable bulk conductivity.

B. Edge metal–insulator transition

The edge metal–insulator (EM-I) transition is driven by
spatial disordering of the phase θ . We measure this through
the in-plane helicity modulus of θ , equivalently the edge
compressibility of the system. Data for the edge compress-
ibility along with the action susceptibility at the transition are
shown in Fig. 5. The behavior of both these quantities is what
we would expect for the 2D XY model, which is known to
exhibit a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) phase tran-
sition [43–45]. The helicity modulus is predicted to exhibit
a universal jump at the transition, with magnitude 4V1/π in
terms of the parameters used in our model. This is consistent
with our data, where the helicity modulus is independent of
system size at the predicted critical value of V1 (black line in
Fig. 5), and tends toward a jump with increasing system size.
Furthermore, the action susceptibility exhibits a peak above
the transition, which has also been found in previous studies
of the BKT transition [45]. Figure 2 shows that this peak
is considerably less pronounced than the one caused by the
SC-EM transition. We did also consider the possibility of 3D
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FIG. 5. Results for the EM-I phase transition, using the model
in Eq. (13) with J = 0.5, V0 = 0.5 and system sizes L = Lτ =
16, 20, 24, 28. (a) Edge compressibility given by Eq. (24). (b) Ac-
tion susceptibility given by Eq. (32). Shows a BKT transition at
V1 � 0.47.

ordering in the phase θ through an equivalent order parameter
to the one defined for φ in Eq. (30), which vanished as the
system size was increased. Thus, our findings are consistent
with a BKT transition, and we determine the critical coupling
to be the V1 value where the predicted value of the jump
matches our numerical results. For J = 0.5 and V0 = 0.5, the
transition occurs at V1 � 0.47.

One of the hallmarks of the BKT transition is the algebraic
decay of the correlation function in the ordered phase, with
exponential decay in the disordered phase. To investigate this,
we have sampled the correlation function given in Eq. (29).
Data are presented in Fig. 6. The top right panel shows the
correlation function for a set of V1 values, with blue curves in
the ordered phase and red curves in the disordered phase. This
clearly shows that correlations grow significantly stronger
across the phase transition. To investigate the possibilities
of exponential and algebraic decay, we include a log-normal
(bottom left) and log-log (bottom right) plot of the correla-
tion function. The log-normal plot shows that the correlation
function tends toward exponential decay for large V1 in the
strongly disordered phase, and the log-log plot shows alge-
braic decay for small V1 in the ordered phase. Clearly, there is
some crossover between the two regions. To investigate this,
we consider a general form of the correlation function given
by

Gθ (x) = A(V1)

xη(V1 )
exp{−x/λ(V1)}, (40)

FIG. 6. Measurements of the correlation function given by
Eq. (29), using the model in Eq. (13) with J = 0.5, V0 = 0.5 and
L = Lτ = 20. Top left: Three-parameter curve fit of Monte Carlo
data to the ansatz in Eq. (40). Normal plot (top right), log-normal
plot (bottom left), and log-log (bottom right) plot of the correlation
function for different values of V1, indicated by the color bar on the
right. In all figures data have been sampled along the x axis, with one
point fixed at the origin. Data have also been averaged over all time
slices (before MC average).

where in principle the amplitude A, the correlation length λ,
and the coefficient η can all depend on V1. We fit our Monte
Carlo data to this form, keeping all three parameters free.
The results of this fit are shown in the upper left panel of
Fig. 6. First we note that the correlation length diverges as
we approach the phase transition from above, consistent with
what we would expect for a BKT transition. Note that this
occurs slightly above our estimated value of the transition,
which is a finite size effect. Comparing to Fig. 5, we see that
the correlation length diverges around the same value that the
edge compressibility drops to zero. In an infinite system, we
would expect the drop to occur exactly at the transition ac-
companied by a diverging correlation length. The divergence
of the correlation length then gives purely algebraic behavior
in the ordered phase, according to Eq. (40). Furthermore we
note that the coefficient η increases linearly with V1 below
the transition, which is also consistent with a BKT transition.
A limitation of the method used in this paper is that we are
not able to determine how large the edge conductivity of the
metallic state is. We note however that the conductivity is
related to the compressibility through [46,47]

σ = Dκ, (41)

where the diffusivity D is some unknown material constant.

C. Superconductor–critical superconductor transition

The superconductor–critical superconductor (SC-CSC)
transition is driven by spatial disordering of the phase θ ,
similar to the EM-I transition discussed in Sec. V B, leading to
a decoupling of phases φ along the τ direction. The difference
is that the SC-SCS transition occurs for a higher value of
J > Jc � 1.03 where φ is ordered a priori. With increasing V1
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FIG. 7. Results for the SC-CSC phase transition, using the model
in Eq. (13) with J = 1.2, V0 = 0.5 and system sizes L = Lτ =
16, 20, 24, 28. (a) Edge compressibility given by Eq. (24). (b) Ac-
tion susceptibility given by Eq. (32). (c) Bulk compressibility and
superfluid density given by Eqs. (23), (22). Shows a BKT transition
in θ at V1 � 0.5 along with a crossover from 3D to 2D ordering of φ.

we go from the superconducting phase where θ is 2D ordered
and φ is 3D ordered, to a critical superconducting phase where
θ is disordered and φ is 2D ordered in the plane but not along
the temporal direction. Figure 7 displays data for the edge
compressibility and action susceptibility. These show a BKT
transition in θ at V1 � 0.5, where the edge compressibility
tends towards a discontinuous jump at the critical coupling
V1 � 0.5 with increasing system size. Comparing with results
for the EM-I transition for lower J in Fig. 5, we see that both
the edge compressibility and action susceptibility behave very
similarly. The only notable difference is that the critical cou-
pling has increased slightly with increasing J . From this we

conclude that the ordering of θ has no qualitative dependence
on whether φ is ordered or not, at least for the parameter
regime considered.

We now turn to how the field φ behaves at the SC-CSC
transition. Results for the bulk compressibility and superfluid
stiffness are shown in Fig. 7(c). We see that the superfluid
stiffness remains finite through the transition, meaning φ is
spatially ordered in both phases. The bulk compressibility
is finite in the SC phase but zero in the CSC, meaning φ

disorders along the temporal direction. For the system sizes
we have access to, there are no obvious signs of an S-shaped
curve, nor any size dependent behavior. This leads us to
conclude that the transition from 3D to 2D ordering of φ is
a crossover phenomenon and not a genuine phase transition.
The SC-CSC transition is still regarded a phase transition, in
the sense that θ shows a BKT transition. To understand how φ

disorders along the temporal direction, we turn to the coupled
XY model in Eq. (12). As θ disorders, we also get wild fluctu-
ations in ∇2

||θ . Since this couples to the temporal gradient of φ

through the V0 term, it forces φ to disorder along the temporal
direction while spatial order prevails due to the high value
of J . This is a highly unusual phenomenon, since typically
in anisotropic XY models ordering in all dimensions occurs
simultaneously. Such a phase has been studied previously in
the dissipative Josephson junction model [26,27].

D. Phase diagram overview

In the previous sections, we have presented systematic
studies of the SC-EM, EM-I, and SC-SCS transitions. As
the phase diagram in Fig. 1 shows, the model exhibits two
more phase transitions. For intermediate values of J , we find
a direct SC-I transition, and for high values of V1 we find an
I-CSC transition. We have not done finite size scaling of these
transitions, as we already know how both fields order on either
side of the transitions from the previous results. However, we
have done simulations on a 20 × 20 × 20 system to determine
the phase boundaries used in Fig. 1. In this section we briefly
summarize these results.

The I-CSC phase transition is driven by the spatial ordering
of φ. We know that φ is fully disordered in the insulating
phase and found in Sec. V C that φ is 2D ordered in the critical
superconducting phase. Thus, we anticipate a BKT transition
in φ where the superfluid density exhibits a universal jump
with magnitude 2/πJc at the critical coupling Jc. From the
numerical results, we use the predicted value of the universal
jump to determine the critical coupling, similarly to what was
done for the edge compressibility at the EM-I transition in
Sec. V B. A representative example of results for the I-CSC
transition is shown in Fig. 8.

The SC-I phase transition is driven by ordering in both
phases. θ is disordered in the insulating phase, 2D ordered
in the superconducting phase, and undergoes a BKT-like
transition at the SC-I phase transition. φ is also disordered
in the insulating phase, 3D ordered in the superconducting
phase, and undergoes a 3D-XY -like transition. For J = 0.75
we find that the two transition points coincide perfectly, for
the resolution used in the simulations. The peak in specific
heat associated with the 3D XY phase transition matches the
point where the θ helicity modulus reaches the predicted value
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FIG. 8. Results for the I-CSC phase transition, using the model in Eq. (13) with V1 = 0.8, V0 = 0.5 and L = Lτ = 20. (a) Bulk compress-
ibility and superfluid density given by Eqs. (23), (22). (b) Action susceptibility given by Eq. (32). Shows a BKT transition in φ at J � 1.03.

for the universal jump (see Fig. 9). For higher values of J , as
we move closer to the I-CSC transition, the ordering of φ is
harder to resolve due to strong finite size effects around the
tricritical point. As shown in Fig. 8, in a finite system the
superfluid density will remain finite in the insulating phase
close to the critical superconducting phase. As we move into
the insulating phase from the superconducting phase, close
to the critical superconducting phase, the superfluid density
will not go to zero but remain finite. This is however not an
issue for the θ field, which shows a clear phase transition for
all values of J in the phase diagram in Fig. 1. Consequently,
we argue that in the thermodynamic limit the SC-I phase
transition should be a simultaneous 3D XY in φ and BKT
in θ phase transition for J ∈ (0.75, 1.0), and use the critical
coupling of the BKT transition in θ to determine the phase
boundary.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have investigated a quantum rotor model
representation of the extended Hubbard model in the case
where there are many bosons per site. This has been proposed
as a candidate theory to describe the SC-M-I transition found
at zero temperature in two-dimensional systems. We have
shown that the model exhibits four distinct phases, namely,
(i) a superconducting phase characterized by phase coherence
in the field φ, (ii) an edge metal phase which is insulating in
the bulk with conducting edge states characterized by spatial
phase coherence in the field θ , (iii) a critical superconduct-
ing phase characterized by spatial phase coherence in φ and
temporal disordering in φ, and (iv) an insulating phase char-
acterized by disorder in both fields. We start by comparing

our results to the findings in Ref. [33] on the same model.
One of the major differences is the transition line where θ

disorders. We find that it is essentially independent of both
V0 and J for the parameters considered, which leads to a very
different phase diagram. We can understand this from the cou-
pled XY model, where the gradient term plays the dominant
role in ordering θ . In other words, even when fluctuations in
φ along the temporal direction are completely suppressed, the
V0 term cannot order θ by itself. An equivalent statement is
that ordering of φ has very little impact on the ordering of
θ . The inverse statement is not true, as both phase diagrams
in Fig. 1 shows that ordering in φ can be achieved by tuning
only V1. To understand this consider the limit V1 → 0 where
fluctuations in θ are completely frozen out and the coupled
XY model reduces to the following anisotropic 3D XY model
for the phase φ:

S = −J
∑
i,α

cos(∇αφi ) − 1

2V0

∑
i

cos(∇τ φi ). (42)

This features long range order in φ for sufficiently small V0/J ,
and in Fig. 1 the transition occurs for V0 = 1.32, J = 0.5.
Increasing V1 will increase fluctuations in θ , acting to disorder
φ due to the V0 coupling term. At some intermediate value
of V1 the fluctuations in the ∇2

||θ term will be sufficiently
strong to disorder φ completely by effectively renormalizing
the coupling constant along the temporal direction, resulting
in a decoupling transition in the τ direction. Such a decoupling
transition cannot happen in a single-component anisotropic
XY model. Since J = 0.5 < Jc2D, this results in complete
disordering of φ. Here, Jc2D is the critical value of J below
which the 2D XY model disorders. As V0/J is reduced larger

FIG. 9. Results for the SC-I phase transition, using the model in Eq. (13) with J = 0.75, V0 = 0.5 and L = Lτ = 20. (a) Edge compress-
ibility given by Eq. (24). (b) Action susceptibility given by Eq. (32). (c) Order parameter of φ given by Eq. (30). Shows a BKT transition in θ

and a 3D XY transition φ at V1 � 0.48.
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fluctuations in ∇2
||θ are required to disorder φ, which is con-

sistent with our numerical results.
Our results also lead to a different understanding of

the intermediate phase than Ref. [33]. We find that quan-
tum fluctuations in φ result in an incompressible bulk in
the intermediate phase, meaning charge fluctuations in the
bulk excitation spectrum are gapped. The only surviving
observable in the intermediate phase is the nonzero edge com-
pressibility. Thus, although the bulk is insulating the edges can
conduct a resistive current. A deficit of our method is that we
are not able to estimate the edge conductance, which makes
it hard to compare our results directly to experiments. Thus,
this paper should be viewed as a proof of principle of how an
edge metal state can be realized in two dimensions, starting
from a relatively simple description of superconducting grains
with basic interactions. We can also provide some qualitative
insight into how the metallic and superconducting degrees of
freedom coexist. As shown in Sec. V A, the SC-EM transition
is very reminiscent of the SC-I transition described by the
Bose-Hubbard model without the nearest-neighbor V1 term
[4]. This leads us to hypothesize that the superconducting and
metallic degrees of freedom can be viewed as two conducting
channels (bulk and edge) in parallel coupling, so that the
overall resistance of the system is given by

R = RbRe

Rb + Re
. (43)

In the EM phase Rb → ∞ so that the overall resistance is R =
Re. As we approach the insulating phase the edge resistance
will increase according to Eq. (41), which can qualitatively
explain the smooth evolution of the sheet resistance across the
intermediate metallic regime found in experiments.

We also found that the model exhibits a fourth phase, the
CSC phase where θ is disordered and φ is 2D ordered. This
phase is also hypothesized in Ref. [33] as a possible supersolid
phase. We do not find any stable charge density wave order-
ing, since fluctuations in m are always suppressed when φ is
disordered. However we showed in Sec. IV that disordering θ

results in incipient charge density wave ordering. Therefore,
this phase is closely related to a supersolid, with a finite su-
perfluid density, but the charge ordering is never realized due
to suppression of all charge fluctuations. Instead we identify
this phase as a critical superconducting phase, which has been
realized earlier in resistive Josephson junction arrays [26,27].

Finally, we would like to draw attention to some exper-
imental papers on MoS2. In Ref. [48], scanning tunneling
microscopy was used to investigate single layer nanoclustered
MoS2. They reported a brim of very high conductance extend-
ing all the way around the edges of the clusters. These results
were corroborated by DFT calculations were up to two in-
trinsic metallic edge states were found, associated with subtle
changes in the electronic structure close to the edge. A subse-
quent study [49] demonstrated that the edge transport plays a
dominant role over bulk transport at low temperatures down to
6.3 K. Other work [17] investigated the conducting properties
of atomically thin layers of MoS2 tuned by gate voltages.
They reported an intermediate metallic phase between the
superconducting and insulating regime at very low temper-
atures. Whether the metallic edge states found in Ref. [48]

can explain the low temperature metallic behavior found in
Ref. [17], and more generally whether the mechanism we
demonstrate in this paper can explain all the experimental
reports of zero temperature metallic behavior, still remains
very much an open question. However, we believe that our
results call for a systematic study of the local conducting
properties for a wider parameter regime spanning all three
phases of these systems to illuminate the issue further.
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APPENDIX A: BULK COMPRESSIBILITY

In this Appendix, we show that the bulk compressibility is
equal to the helicity modulus of φ along the temporal direc-
tion. This will also partly include the derivation of the coupled
XY model in Eq. (12) starting from Eq. (4), but see Ref. [33]
for more details. Starting from Eq. (4), we write down the
partition function in the coherent path integral formalism,

Z =
∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ e−S, (A1)

S = i
∑

i

mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) + V0

∑
i

m2
i

+V1

∑
iα

(mi + mi+α )2 − μ
∑

i

mi, (A2)

where we have set �τ = 1. The expectation value of the
occupation number is now given by

〈m〉 ≡ 1

Z

∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ

(
1

N

∑
i

mi

)
e−S = 1

N

1

Z

∂Z

∂μ
, (A3)

which is zero if μ = 0, but could differ from zero if μ �= 0.
This implies immediately that ∂〈m〉/∂μ could differ from zero
even if μ = 0. Inserting Eq. (A3) into the definition of the
compressibility Eq. (23), we find

κ = 1

N

[
−

〈
∂S

∂μ

〉2

−
〈
∂2S

∂μ2

〉
+

〈(
∂S

∂μ

)2〉]∣∣∣∣∣
μ=0

. (A4)

The first term is current-like and will have zero expectation
value in both the ordered and disordered phases, so we neglect
it in the main text result. To measure the compressibility using
the coupled XY model in Eq. (13), we then need to carry out
the calculation from Eq. (A2). By rotating the integer field
mi → mieiQ·ri , where Q = (π, π ), the action becomes

S = i
∑

i

e−iQ·ri mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α )

+V0

∑
i

m2
i + V1

∑
iα

(∇αmi )
2 − μ

∑
i

e−iQ·ri mi.

(A5)
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Note how the V1 term has been turned into a gradient of the rotated mi. The V1 term can be rewritten using a Hubbard
Stratonovich transformation

exp

[
−V1

∑
iα

(∇αmi )
2

]
∼

∫ ∞

−∞
Dp exp

[
− 1

4V1

∑
iα

p2
i,α − i

∑
i

mi(∇α pi,α )

]

=
∑
li,α

∫ 2π

0
Dθ exp

[
− 1

4V1

∑
iα

(∇αθi − 2π li,α )2 − i
∑

i

mi(∇2θi )

]
�

∫ 2π

0
Dθ exp

[
1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(∇αθi ) − i
∑

i

mi(∇2θi )

]
.

(A6)

The intermediate steps involve splitting the integral over pi

into intervals of 2π , by introducing a phase and an integer
field. This phase can be written as the sum of a gradient
and a curl, where the curl vanishes from the dynamics since
only the gradient of p couples to m. The final step inverts the
Villain approximation. This part of the derivation is explicitly
included to show how the field θ comes from decoupling the
densities at neighbouring sites. The action now reads

S = −
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) − 1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(θi − θi+α )

+ i
∑

i

mi[e
−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi + ie−iQ·riμ]

+V0

∑
i

m2
i . (A7)

We can now integrate out the field m by completing the square.
Using again the inverse Villain approximation, we obtain the
action in terms of two coupled XY models

Z =
∫ 2π

0
DφDθe−S, (A8)

S = −J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) − 1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(θi − θi+α )

− 1

2V0

∑
i

cos[e−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi + ie−iQ·riμ].

(A9)

We see that we obtain Eq. (12) in the main text by setting
μ = 0. The final Villain approximation here is not entirely
trivial, since the argument of the cosine is complex. However,
since μ is fixed, the complex part is just a shift along the imag-
inary axis and the approximation is still valid. Inserting the
action in Eq. (A9) into the expression for the compressibility
in Eq. (A4), we obtain the two terms for the helicity modulus
in Eqs. (18) and (19).

APPENDIX B: EDGE COMPRESSIBILITY

In this section we show that the edge compressibility is
equal to the helicity modulus of θ along the in-plane di-
rections. Our starting point is the action in Eq. (A2) (with
�τ = 1)

Z =
∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφie

−S, (B1)

S = i
∑

i

mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) + V0

∑
i

m2
i

+V1

∑
iα

(mi + mi+α )2 − μe,βMβ − μb

∑
i

′′mi, (B2)

where we have split the chemical potential term into a bulk
contribution denoted by the double primed sum, and the edge
contribution which is defined in Eq. (25). We set μb to zero,
and consider an infinitesimal μe,β which will also be set to
zero at the end of the derivation. The expectation value of the
edge occupation number is now given by

〈Mα〉 = 1

N

1

Z

∂Z

∂μe,α
, (B3)

and inserting this into the definition of the edge compressibil-
ity in Eq. (24) gives

κe,α = 1

N

[
−

〈 ∂S

∂μe,β

〉2
−

〈 ∂2S

∂μ2
e,β

〉
+

〈( ∂S

∂μe,β

)2〉]∣∣∣
μe,β=0

.

(B4)
The objective is now to follow similar steps to those in Ap-
pendix A to see where μe,β will appear in the coupled XY
model. We start by making the variable shift

μe,β → iγβ. (B5)

Next, we rewrite the edge contribution of the chemical poten-
tial in the following manner,

Mβ =
∑

i

′(m1,i + mL,i ) =
L−1∑

i

′(mi + mi+β )eiQ·ri , (B6)

with Q = (π, π ). The sum in the rightmost expression now
runs over all lattice sites except those at one edge. Carrying
out the sum, the alternating phase factor will cancel any bulk
contribution leaving us with exactly Mα . Note that the rela-
tive sign of m1,i and mL,i seemingly depends on whether L
is even (+) or odd (−). However, the transformation of m
with the phase factor exp(−iQ · ri ) is only sensible for an
even system, as it introduces frustration effects in an odd
system with periodic boundary conditions. The next step is
reintroducing periodic boundary conditions, by extending the
sum in Eq. (B6) to include the edge layer. This might seem
arbitrary as the sum should now be zero, but another trans-
formation will show that it still corresponds to a boundary
term. This extension to periodic boundary conditions, where
the two edges are connected, is also exactly what is done when
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measuring the helicity modulus of the XY model. We concep-
tualize and explain it in terms of a finite system, where there
is an infinitesimal twist introduced between every site, but in
numerical simulations with periodic boundary conditions the
twist is also applied to the links connecting the two edges.
This point also highlights the fact that the edge compress-
ibility is a global observable, like the helicity modulus. After
reintroducing periodic boundary conditions and making the
shift in Eq. (B5), the action now reads

S = i
∑

i

mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) + V0

∑
i

m2
i

+V1

∑
iα

(mi + mi+α )2 + i
∑

i

(mi + mi+β )eiQ·riγβ.

(B7)

Next, we rotate the integer field mi → mi exp(−iQ · ri ) and
obtain

S = i
∑

i

e−iQ·ri mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) + V0

∑
i

m2
i

+V1

∑
iα

(∇αmi )
2 − i

∑
iα

(∇αmi )γ
′
α, (B8)

where we have introduced γ ′
α = γβδαβ . Note that integration

by parts will show that the last term is indeed a boundary term.
We can now Hubbard-Stratonovich-decouple the two terms
including ∇αmi similarly to what is done in Eq. (A6),

exp

[
−V1

∑
iα

(∇αmi )
2 + i

∑
iα

(∇αmi )γ
′
α

]

=
∫ ∞

−∞
Dp exp

[
− 1

4V1

∑
iα

(piα + γ ′
α )2 + i

∑
iα

piα∇αmi

]

(B9)

=
∑

liα

∫ 2π

0
Dθ

× exp

[
− 1

4V1

∑
iα

(∇αθi − 2π liα + γ ′
α )2 + i

∑
iα

∇αmi∇αθi

]

(B10)

�
∫ 2π

0
Dθ exp

[
1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(∇αθi + γ ′
α ) + i

∑
i,α

∇αmi∇αθi

]
.

(B11)

The difference is that we complete the square before de-
coupling, which leads to a shift in the squared term after
decoupling and ultimately to a shift in the cosine term for θ .
The final steps are identical to Appendix A, and we thus obtain
the action of two coupled XY models

Z =
∫ 2π

0
DφDθe−S, (B12)

S = −J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) − 1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(θi − θi+α + γ ′
α )

− 1

2V0

∑
i

cos[e−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi]. (B13)

Notice that γ ′
α enters the action exactly as a twist between

neighboring phases along the direction β, equivalently like
a gauge field in the XY model. We next use Eq. (B13) with
Eq. (B4) to obtain the two contributions to the helicity modu-
lus listed in Eqs. (20) and (21) of the main text.

APPENDIX C: EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN χα
�m

AND ϒθ
α

In this section we show the equivalence between the sus-
ceptibility introduced in Eq. (28) and the helicity modulus
of θ . Using Eq. (15) with Eqs. (20) and (21), the explicit
expression for the θ helicity modulus is

ϒθ
α = 1

N

[
1

2V1

〈∑
i

cos(θi+α − θi )

〉

− 1

(2V1)2

〈(∑
i

sin(θi+α − θi )

)2〉]
. (C1)

Turning to the susceptibility, we start from the correlation
function introduced in Eq. (28),

Gα
�m

(ri − r j ) = 〈�αmi�αmj〉 − 〈�αmi〉〈�αmj〉, (C2)

with

�αmi = (mi + mi+α )eiQ·ri . (C3)

The two expectation values can be calculating by adding a site
dependent factor to the action in the following manner:

Z =
∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ e−S, (C4)

S = i
∑

i

mi(∇τ φi ) − J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) + V0

∑
i

m2
i

+V1

∑
iα

(mi + mi+α )2 + i
∑

i

(�αmi )γi,α. (C5)

Using the standard expression for calculating expectation val-
ues we then have

〈�αmi〉 = 1

Z

∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ(�αmi )e

−S
∣∣∣
γi,α=0

= 1

Z

∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ

(
i

∂

∂γi,α

)
e−S

∣∣∣
γi,α=0

, (C6)

〈�αmi�αmj〉 = 1

Z

∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ(�αmi )(�αmj )e

−S
∣∣∣
γi,α=0

= 1

Z

∑
{mi}

∫ 2π

0
Dφ

(
i

∂

∂γi,α

)(
i

∂

∂γ j,α

)
e−S

∣∣∣
γi,α=0

.

(C7)
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Comparing Eqs. (B7) and (C5), the only difference is that γi,α

is site dependent in the latter. This will not change the deriva-
tion following (B7), so we can repeat the steps in Appendix B
while keeping the site dependence. Thus the partition function
takes the form

Z =
∫ 2π

0
DφDθ e−S, (C8)

S = −J
∑

iα

cos(φi − φi+α ) − 1

2V1

∑
iα

cos(θi − θi+α + γi,α )

− 1

2V0

∑
i

cos[e−iQ·ri (∇τ φi ) + ∇2θi]. (C9)

Inserting this action into Eqs. (C6) and (C7), we find

〈�αmi〉 = i
1

2V1
〈− sin(θi − θi+α )〉, (C10)

〈�mi�mj〉 = 1

2V1
〈δi j cos(θi − θi+α )〉 − 1

(2V1)2
〈sin(θi − θi+α )

× sin(θ j − θ j+α )〉. (C11)

Finally, inserting this into Eq. (26) [or Eq. (26)] and writing
out the expression for the susceptibility in Eq. (28) we find

χα
�m

= lim
q→0

1

N2

∑
i j

[ 1

2V1
〈δi j cos(θi − θi+α )〉

− 1

(2V1)2
〈sin(θi − θi+α ) sin(θ j − θ j+α )〉

− 1

(2V1)2
〈− sin(θi − θi+α )〉〈− sin(θ j − θ j+α )〉

]

× eiq(ri−r j ). (C12)

The final last is current-like, and should be zero. Hence we
have neglected it in most of the expressions for the helicity
modulus, but it is corresponds to a similar term to the first one
in Eq. (B4). Comparing the two first terms to the expression
for the helicity modulus in Eq. (C1), we see that the only
difference is the order in which the long wavelength limit, sum
over lattice sites, and MC averaging are taken.
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